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3.1. Sanskrit Philology in Practice but not in Theory 

 

Although India was among the most densely textualized cultures of the premodern world, 

we know less about the concrete textual practices of that culture than perhaps any other, 

certainly for the pre-Islamic period. We know, for example, next to nothing about the 

slow transition from oral to manuscript culture beginning in the third century BCE (the 

transition was never discussed in the tradition) or about the interactions between oral 

culture, which persisted well into the early modern period, and literate culture (works 

produced by literate writers as late as the seventeenth century could be orally 

disseminated, sometimes virtually without variation).2 We know little about the creation 

of written texts, whether and, if so, how, they were dictated to scribes, for example, or 

inscribed by the author himself (and what difference this distinction might make). We 

know little about scribal culture itself, about the processes or social character of 

manuscript reproduction (whether by individuals or through what, in the case of 

northwest Buddhism, may have been professionalized scriptoriums), about the book 

market (which undoubtedly existed for secular books and, in a rather different way, for 

sacred works such as the Jain canon), about the practices of individual collectors or the 

organization or functioning of libraries (very few premodern manuscript catalogues have 

been preserved).3 We have little idea how works once created were published, if that is 

 
2  See Pollock (2006). 

3  The fourteenth-century Bṛhaṭṭipaṇikā (Great Annotation) and the 

seventeenth-century Kavīndrācāryasūcipatram (Index of Kavīndrācārya[’s Library]) are 

the only two known to me (for the former, for which I cannot locate a published version; 

 



even the appropriate word. All we do know is that publication, libraries, collectors, a 

market, established mechanisms of reproduction, scribal culture and all the rest did once 

exist. 

This area of darkness extends to the very heart of the study of Indian textual culture, the 

discipline of philology. Although I am prepared to defend a conception of philology that 

embraces the widest possible number of its many senses—it should be understood, in the 

knowledge order of the contemporary university, as the discipline of making sense of 

texts and thereby includes everything from paleography, codicology, and textual criticism 

to the history, interpretation and comparison of all textualized language—I use the term 

on the present occasion to refer more narrowly to textual criticism: recension, emendation 

and other practices of text editing. Philology in that sense has neither a corresponding 

term in Sanskrit (or any other South Asian language) nor, consequently, was it ever the 

object of a corresponding form of discourse.  

The absence of a cognitive category and disciplinary form of textual criticism is 

especially curious, given the development of other subdisciplines of philology and the 

general scope of systematization in Sanskrit intellectual history. In many ways, Sanskrit 

is the most philologized language in human history. The philological habit as such is 

fostered above all by a language’s time–space distance, and Sanskrit—never a language 

of everyday life but instead (according to the dominant language ideology) the language 

of the gods—was maximally distant from the human world. Accordingly, grammar, 

phonology, metrics, lexicography and hermeneutics all attained astonishing refinement. 

We need think only of the rules devised by Pāṇini in the fifth or fourth century BCE that 

 
see Tripathi (1975: 5)). On Buddhist text reproduction, see Schopen (2009), especially 

page 195.  



reduce to order the apparent chaos of phonological and morphological transformations, 

and contrast those with the quite random way phonology and morphology in Greek and 

Latin have been understood and taught for centuries. But philology in the sense of textual 

criticism not only arose late in the history of Sanskrit culture; it was never codified as a 

practice, notwithstanding the codification of all its subdisciplines. Indeed, in Sanskrit 

India, virtually every human practice that could be reduced to the descriptive–prescriptive 

rigors of śāstra, or work of systematic knowledge, was so reduced, but not philology. 

It may not be surprising that people can have a conception of the parts of a thing 

without having a conception of the whole.4 It may also be true that the textual practices of 

philology too thoroughly pervaded the Indian thought world for it even to be identified. 

At all events, the fact remains that we are left to gather the principles of Sanskrit 

philology from the raw evidence of the texts themselves; that is, from the practices of 

philological commentators. While my principal concern here is to give some coherent 

sense of those practices and to try to draw from them a more general theory, I also want 

to think about their emergence and consolidation. The lack of systematicity about those 

practices makes the first task difficult, and the relative lateness of their emergence 

presents something of an historical conundrum. 

 

3.2 The Genre of Philological Commentary 

What is striking about Sanskrit philology is not that it was embedded exclusively 

in commentary but that philological commentary arose so late, relatively speaking, in the 

 
4  Recall Bruno Snell’s old argument on the absence in archaic Greece of a 

conception of the human body as a totality, i.e., something other than ‘a mere construct of 

independent parts variously put together’ (Snell 1953: 6). 



history of Sanskrit textuality. Commentary as such is far older, of course, virtually coeval 

with the primary texts. But commentary of the sort we find in the early period is 

decidedly not philological. Thus, we have commentary on śāstra, especially the principal 

knowledge forms (vidyāsthānas) such as grammar, logic and hermeneutics, from the 

beginning of the Common Era, but here commentary is actually the form that the 

substantive conceptual development of the knowledge system took: one contributed to 

the system by writing commentary on the base text (the sūtra) or on one of its primary 

exegeses (the Sanskrit terms vṛtti, bhāṣya, vārttika, ṭīkā and so on all refer to different 

species of commentary or subcommentary). We occasionally meet with grammatical or 

semantic exegesis, but rarely, if ever, are questions of recension and emendation raised 

(techniques like yogavibhāga, or the splitting of sūtras, in the early grammatical 

tradition, are more interpretative than text-critical manoeuvers).  By contrast, 

commentary on those textual forms where philology is central or shown to be central—

namely epic literature, court poetry and (in a more hermeneutical sense of philology) 

scripture—is largely a phenomenon of the early second millennium and thus is centuries 

later (if not millennia later, in the case of Vedic scripture) than the texts to which such 

commentary is directed.  

It stands to reason that philology in traditional India was focused in the first 

instance on works of literature (only secondarily on scripture). The tenth-century literary 

critic Bhaṭṭa Nāyaka introduced a typology, widely accepted by later thinkers, that sought 

to distinguish among three text genres: one where wording is predominant, a second 

where meaning is, and a third where wording and meaning are equal.5 The first category 

 
5  First cited in Dhvanyāloka of Ānandavardhana, with the Locana of 

Abhinavagupta, (Ānandavardhana 1940: 87)—Bhaṭṭa Nāyaka’s work itself has vanished. 



comprises scripture, since the Veda’s efficacy lies in how something is said, that is, in the 

particular sequence of its phonemes.6 The second category is occupied by śāstra, or 

science broadly conceived, for here (at least for Indian thinkers, who, of course, knew 

nothing of what has come to be called the ‘linguistic turn’) what counts is what is said, 

not how it is said. The third category pertains to poetry, where wording and meaning 

share predominance. While this typology does nothing to explain why the philology of 

epic literature, court poetry and (to some extent) scripture should manifest a substantial 

presence first in the early centuries of the second millennium, it does help us understand 

why philology was directed toward expressive texts and why, therefore, the philology of 

scientific texts in traditional India should be as underdeveloped, relatively speaking, as it 

appears to me to be. 

 

3.3 Scriptural Commentary, Buddhist and Other 

Recent discussions of early Buddhist scriptural commentary and exegesis, which 

are a very early phenomenon, may be thought to be inconsistent with the picture I have 

just sketched of what constitutes the relevant pool of data for a history of Sanskrit 

philology.7 Explaining why they are in fact consistent will help clarify some of the points 

I have just tried to make.  

Buddhist commentators were essentially exegetes, not philologists. Vasubandhu’s 

important Vyākhyāyukti (Arguments for Exegesis, ca. fifth century; extant only in 

 
6  viśiṣṭānupūrvī, to use the term of Kumārila, the seventh-century master of 

hermeneutics, author of the Tantravārttika (Kumārila 1970: Vol. 1, 155).  

7  The history of philological exegesis in Jain scriptural commentary 

complicates the picture I draw in what follows. Compare Pollock (2011: 426). 



Tibetan), which defends the Mahāyānasūtras (early centuries CE) against their older 

opponents, the Śrāvakas (Theravada, late centuries BCE), argues for the acceptance of 

these sūtras as buddhavacana, ‘word of the Buddha’, the key term for authenticity and 

authority. Vasubandhu has been taken to be making a general philological argument 

against the Śrāvakas, that even such texts as the Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra were recited 

differently among the different schools and even ‘authorized editions’ (those prepared by 

Mahākāśyapa at the first Buddhist council and other early disciples) were gradually 

affected by variations, signaled by divergent chapter divisions and the like and even 

different passages and chapters. And if ‘authorized editions’ had degenerated, it was 

unclear, argued Vasubhandu, what exactly constituted buddhavacana.8 

This comment aside, however, Vasubandhu and subsequent Buddhist tradition did 

not consider buddhavacana to be an object of either general historical or particular 

philological knowledge, and did not assess it on the basis of the sūtras’ language or 

textual form, let alone by invoking linguistic or textual archaism or particularity. Their 

basis for authenticity is instead the doctrinal truth of the sūtras. The Buddha was fully 

 
8  On this text, see (Cabezón 1992), especially page 227. Translating yang 

dag par bsdus pa’i gzhi bo as ‘authorized edition’ adds, I am told, too much to the 

Tibetan, which seems only to be referring to texts ‘crafted by arhats such as 

Mahākaśyapa on the basis of summaries’ (Richard Nance, personal communication.) 

Skilling (2000) has observed that the Vyākhyāyukti is concerned not just with 

philosophical interpretation: sūtras are explained according to ‘the summarized meaning’ 

(sapiṇḍārtham), ‘the sense of the words’ (padārtha, which can be polysemic, 

etymologically derived, and so on), or contextual ‘sequence or connection’ 

(sānusaṃdhikaḥ) (2000: 319). 



understood to have been a historical being, yet from the beginning of the tradition, his 

teaching was not restricted to his native tongue; on the contrary, there was a scriptural 

obligation to transmit it in any given local language (although one would think that 

precisely this obligation, and the concomitant prohibition against using Sanskrit, would 

have made the philological argument, in some sense of ‘philology’, even more 

compelling). For this reason, if for no other, buddhavacana was identifiable only by the 

quality of the truth it enunciated. Śāntideva’s Bodhiycaryāvatāra (eighth century) with 

the (ca. ninth-century) commentary of Prajñākaramati implicitly rejects anything 

resembling a philological–historical method in its defense of Mahāyāna as 

buddhavacana.9 A Mahāyāna text adduced by Prajñākaramati (the 

Adhyāśayasaṃcodanasūtra, not extant) moves far beyond philology to the outer edge of 

the hermeneutical with four criteria ‘for recognizing any insight as being buddhavacana’: 

It must be sensible and not nonsensical; it must be in accordance with reality and not at variance; it 

must remove the afflictions and not increase them; it must convey praise for the virtues of nirvana 

and not those of transmigration. To whomever insight arises or ever will arise according to these 

four criteria … should be named a Buddha; he should be named a teacher and his teaching learned 

as dharma. Why? Because whatever is properly spoken, Maitreya, is all the Word of the Buddha. 

Any hateful person who maligns these insights, Maitreya, saying they were not spoken by the 

Buddha, or shows them disrespect, maligns all the insights spoken by the Buddha.10 

 
9  See Bodhicaryāvatāra 9.42–44 and commentary ad loc., (Śāntideva 1960: 

204–206). 

10  pratibhānam arthopasaṃhitaṃ bhavati nānarthopasaṃhitam. 

dharmopasaṃhitam bhavati nādharmopasaṃhitam. kleśaprahāyakaṃ bhavati na 

kleśavivardhakam. nirvāṇaguṇānuśaṃsasaṃdarśakaṃ bhavati na 

 



In such circumstances, where the authenticity (and hence authority) of a text is a 

function of its (a priori) truth—and not its truth a function of its (demonstrated) 

authenticity—philology has no role to play in the establishment or purification of a 

canon. It is therefore unsurprising that no philological apparatus was produced by Indian 

Buddhists until relatively late (with respect to Sanskrit grammar, for example, the mid-

fifth century Candravyākaraṇa; with respect to Pali grammar, the twelfth-century 

Saddanīti). 

It might accordingly seem sensible to contrast the Buddhists’ ‘content model’ 

with the ‘linguistic model’ of the Vedas and to register, as a consequence, the importance 

 
saṃsāraguṇānuśaṃsasaṃdarśakaṃ ... yasya kasyacin maitreya etaiś caturbhiḥ 

pratibhāti pratibhāsyati vā tatra ... buddhasaṃjñotpādayitavyā. śāstṛsaṃjñāṃ kṛtvā sa 

dharmaḥ śrotavyaḥ. tat kasya hetoḥ. yat kiṃcin maitreya subhāṣitaṃ sarvaṃ tad 

buddhabhāṣitam. tatra maitreya ya imāni pratibhānāni pratikṣipet naitāni 

buddhabhāṣitānīti teṣu cāgauravam utpādayet pudgalavidveṣeṇa tena sarvaṃ 

buddhabhāṣitaṃ pratibhānaṃ pratikṣiptaṃ bhavati (Prajñākaramati’s commentary on 

Śāntideva’s Bodhiycaryāvatāra, (Śāntideva 1960: 205, lines 9–15). These four criteria 

respond to those of the Śrāvakas, who offer them in response to the charge that their own 

canon is beset with precisely the same defects of authenticity, contradiction, and the like 

for which they censure the Mahāyāna: ‘Something that has been transmitted from teacher 

to pupil as the Word of the Buddha; that penetrates into the sense of a sūtra text (sūtre 

avatarati), is reflected in the Vinaya, and does not stand at cross purposes (vilomayati) 

with reality (dharmatā), must be considered buddhavacana, and nothing else’ (Śāntideva 

1960 : 205, lines 1–3). 



of comprehension in the one case and accuracy in the other.11 But the distinction, 

surprisingly, carries no consequential differences for a history of philology as edition and 

emendation. While the peculiar character of Vedic language was acknowledged from the 

beginning of systematic philological reflection (being marked in Pāṇini’s grammar as 

chandas, ‘The Metrical’, i.e., the Veda, in contrast to bhāṣā, ‘the spoken’)12 and was 

identified centuries later by Mīmāṃsā as key diagnostic of canonicity,13 the unparalleled 

commitment—or ideology of commitment—to textual stability in the transmission of the 

Vedas completely excluded philological engagement except indeed at the level of 

content. Aside from the Vedic hermeneuts discussed below, none of the actual 

commentators on these texts (though they are vast and I cannot pretend to have examined 

them all) ever raises a question of textual variation.  

The afterlife of these tendencies with regard to scripture across Hindu religious 

communities merits brief comment. Later apologists for the new scriptures (āgama) of 

communities devoted to the worship of Vishnu and Shiva that we begin to find from the 

early medieval period similarly held their texts to be in essential harmony with the 

Veda—indeed, in the eyes of some, as cognate with the Veda—and they were not in the 

least disturbed by, or even cognizant of, philological criteria. A good example of this 

indifference is offered by the defenders of the authority of the Pāñcarātra (Vaishnava) 

 
11  Davidson (1990: 296–297). 

12  ‘Spoken’, that is, not in everyday life but in educational and comparable 

contexts.  

13  ‘That the Veda is an autonomous source of true knowledge is vouchsafed 

by its very form’ (tena vedasvatantratvaṃ rūpād evāvagamyate, Kumārila, 

Tantravārttika, (Kumārila 1970: 166, line 2)). 



texts that began to be produced some time in the middle of the first millennium. While 

the tenth-century theologian Yāmunācārya argues that these texts were ‘composed by the 

Supreme Being himself’14 just like the Vedas (which he regards as created by God, unlike 

Mīmāṃsā, which holds them to be authorless), no attempt is made to justify this claim on 

the basis of philology. Notwithstanding what we might call a practical Vedicization in the 

creation of other Vaishnava texts of the period—the tenth-century Bhāgavatapurāṇa, for 

example, is remarkable for its archaizing language—Yāmunācārya offers no defense on 

the basis of language, nor accounts for the fact that while God created both the Vedas and 

the Pāñcarātra scriptures equally,15 their linguistic characters are so radically divergent. 

Instead, like the Buddhists, he is concerned only with Pāñcarātra truth, the harmony of 

that truth with that of the Vedas, the refutation of apparently contrary Vedic or quasi-

Vedic texts that deny that truth, and the exclusion of other sectarian scriptures from the 

realm of Vedic truth.16 It is not until the seventeenth century that a kind of text-critical (if 

 
14  paramapuruṣaviracita, Yāmunācārya, Āgamaprāmāṇya, (Yāmunācārya 

1976: 2); they are ‘based on the veridical knowledge-experience’ of God 

(avitathasahajasarvasākṣātkāra (Yāmunācārya 1976: 84)). 

15  See, for example, Yāmunācārya’s Āgamaprāmāṇya (Yāmunācārya 1976: 

37, 41, 50). 

16  The Mīmāṃsā critic in Yāmunācārya’s Āgamaprāmāṇya (Yāmunācārya 

1976: 7) does represent Pāñcarātra scriptures (āgama) as smṛti—the gist of Vedic texts 

‘preserved in memory’, not ‘heard word for word’ (śruti)—which would, of course, 

render the question of linguistic character less probative. But Yāmunācārya is not clear 

about this, and while he sometimes suggests that like the Vedic smṛtis, the Pāñcarātra 

 



not language-focused) philology begins to challenge theology in the adjudication of 

scriptural claims, a point to which I return at the end of this essay. 

Philology as recension and emendation in the world of Sanskrit, then, is 

essentially a set of practices found in commentaries on epic and court literature from the 

beginning of the second millennium, but for which we have no evidence of their ever 

having been systematized and theorized by the commentators themselves. It is on those 

practices that I shall concentrate in the remainder of this essay. 

 

3.4. Sanskrit Textual Criticism 

There exists no scholarly account of the origins of textual criticism in Sanskrit 

intellectual history; indeed, the very idea that textual criticism might have an origin 

seems to be unknown. If the contrast between philological and philosophical commentary 

is rarely drawn, at least we are finally beginning to get strong accounts of the long 

 
smṛtis derive their validity from Vedic texts no longer extant, he elsewhere asserts that 

they were created by God and depend for their validity on God having himself 

‘perceived’ dharma (see e.g., Yāmunācārya 1976: 91); they are not ‘memories’ of texts 

that have since disappeared, as is argued by Mīmāṃsā for the validity of the Vedic smṛtis 

(the Pāñcarātra smṛtis are said to constitute a ‘summary’ of the Vedas (tadarthaṃ 

saṃkṣipya) for devotees less competent in studying and retaining the vast Vedas 

themselves; (Yāmunācārya 1976: 102). Ongoing work by Guy St. Amant on Kṣemarāja’s 

eleventh-century commentary on a Śaiva Tantric text (especially his invented category of 

aiśa, ‘God’s idiolect’, will provide nuance to my reflections here.  



historical development of the latter; 17 for the former, scholarship is still in its infancy. As 

already noted, philological commentary, both for epic and secular poetry, is an invention 

of the late first millennium CE (almost certainly in Kashmir), and in the following 

centuries, we can clearly observe an intensification of textual criticism.  

Text-critical terms like ‘variant reading’ (pāṭha) and ‘interpolation’ (prakṣipta, 

later kṣepaka) that come into common use in the second millennium are hardly to be 

found before this period. One of the earliest discussions I have located is in neither epic 

nor court literature commentary but in Vedic hermeneutics. The seventh-century scholar 

Kumārila, when discussing a purity rule in the law books (smṛti), observes that a 

particular word in the rule ‘is not found to be used in the oldest pāṭha’ of the text in 

question,’ though no further detail is offered.18 It is only an eleventh-century 

commentator who raises questions more pertinent to our concern here: ‘It may be that 

someone interpolated the word and transmitted that pāṭha,’ he argues. ‘It certainly cannot 

 
17  A careful study of the philosophical commentary is offered in 

Preisendanz (2008).  

18  The word is lipta (smeared): na liptagrahaṇaṃ tatra pāṭhe ’sti tu 

cirantane (Tantravārttika 1.3.3, (Kumārila 1970: 182)). Kumārila also uses the term 

saṃyakpāṭha (Kumārila 1970: 551), which (like prakṣip-) appears nowhere in his (fifth-

century) predecessor Śabara, who does, however, know pramādapāṭha in the sense of 

‘erroneous transmission’, e.g., of a whole species of text (the arthavādas) inserted into 

the Veda (Bhāṣya on Pūrvamīmāṃsāsūtra 1.2.8), (Kumārila 1970: 122); see also 

(Kumārila 1970: 183, 550, 1139). 



be the pāṭha of the sages since it is not that of the bulk of learned scholars.’19 This 

commentator’s criteria for textual authenticity thus include, as we would expect, 

antiquity, but antiquity itself is determined by numbers and quality: the witnesses have to 

be credible and numerous.  

What importantly complicates the question of textual variation in the case of the 

Veda is the concomitant one of orality. I intentionally left untranslated the word pāṭha in 

the above discussion, for whereas it later comes to be used to mean a ‘variant reading’ of 

a literate manuscript tradition, its sense for Vedic culture is different. There, literate 

procedures were decidedly denigrated for scriptural transmission; as Kumārila puts it, 

‘Something ceases to be regarded as revealed moral law (dharma) if it derives from the 

Veda that has been learned in ways contrary to reason, as, for example, through a written 

text’. The way that is not contrary to reason is the precise ‘after-pronouncing [i.e., 

reproduction] of what has been pronounced by the mouth of the guru’.20 And hence 

pāṭh/pāṭha must connote ‘recite/recitation’ as well, whereby Kumārila’s usage in the 

passage cited earlier (pāṭhe cirantane) comes to mean ‘original recitation’. Nor is there 

 
19  ‘yady api kena cid ... liptapadaṃ prakṣipya paṭhyate tathāpy 

abhiyuktabahujanāpaṭhitatvān nāsau ārṣaḥ pāṭhaḥ’ (Someśvara Bhaṭṭa, Nyāyasudhā, 

(Someśvara 1909: 150).  

20  Kumārila, Tantravārttika,1.3.3.43: ‘yathaivānyāyavijñātād vedāl 

lekhyādipūrvakāt … dharmajñānaṃ na saṃmatam’, on 1.3.7, (Kumārila 1970:123); the 

phrase gurumukhoccāraṇānūccāraṇa- is found frequently in early modern authors (e.g., 

Śāstrasiddhāntaleśasaṃgraha, (Appayya 1935: 53)). This denigration did not, of course, 

apply to the creation and criticism of scholarly texts. Kumārila often refers to Śabara’s 

scribal mistakes, pramādalikhita-, etc. 



any reason to suppose that variants cannot be interpolated—or that Indians in the 

classical period did not believe that variants could not be interpolated—into oral 

traditions: here, numbers would seem to count.21 

Such early rarities aside, much of our best data regarding practices of recension, 

or the examination of manuscripts in order to determine the earliest available state of the 

text, come from commentators on the epics, who often—and for the most part 

confessedly—functioned as editors.22 (I should note at once that there exists no term for 

‘editor’, ‘edition’, or the like in any Indian language, outside of Persianate culture, before 

the modern period.)23 Commentators on court poetry, such as the earliest among them 

from tenth-century Kashmir, including Vallabhadeva, seem often (though not always) to 

have been editors as well. While fully aware of variation in manuscript copies, such 

commentators nowhere describe collation of manuscripts, though something like that 

may be implied by the evidence, direct or indirect and usually vague, that they compared 

them.24  

 
21  What is unclear for the passage under discussion is to what degree the 

lawbooks themselves, smṛtis, were transmitted orally at any time, let alone at the end of 

the first millennium, when Someśvara was writing. 

22  The following section draws substantially on Pollock (2015). 

23  In north-Indian languages, saṃpādaka, saṃpādana (‘put together’) are 

recent neologisms; (saṃ)śodhana (‘purification’) is older but was never associated with a 

specific edition or editor. 

24  Dakṣiṇāvartanātha, a twelfth-century south Indian commentator on the 

court epic Raghuvaṃśa of Kālidāsa, tells us that he ‘prepared his commentary after 

 



Epic commentators, on the other hand, often provide clearer testimony on the 

matter, especially with respect to the culturally foundational Mahābhārata, a work that 

was repeatedly edited and somehow—by a process as yet entirely unclear to us—

published in the period 1000–1700. Thus, Nīlakaṇṭha Caturdhara, a Maharashtrian 

Brahman who worked in north India in the last quarter of the seventeenth century, 

gathered ‘many manuscripts from different regions’ and ‘critically established the best 

readings’. He occasionally evaluates manuscripts according to age (‘old,’ ‘recent,’ 

‘damaged’, ‘good’) and readings by their frequency (‘common’, ‘occasional’, ‘rare’); 

frequently discusses variants of individual readings or in the sequence of verses, and even 

once admits failure (‘Only Vyāsa himself [the putative author] knows the true reading 

here’), though it is only rarely he tells us where, let alone why, he edited the text the way 

he did.25 Nīlakaṇṭha’s explicit acknowledgment of the transregional dissemination of 

manuscripts, and his tacit recognition that these are all versions of the same text and must 

be compared with each other to attain the singular textual truth (which indubitably exists 

for him), are important markers of a theory of textuality in general as well as of the 

understanding of this particular text’s mode of being. And far from being peculiar to 

 
examining variants in manuscripts from various regions, adopting the right readings and 

rejecting the others’. See Unni (1987: 42).  

25  See Nīlakaṇṭha’s commentary on Mahābhārata Ādiparvan v. 6; on 

Harivaṃśa 1.37.30 (‘true reading’, pāṭhatattvam); cited in Bhattacharya (1990: 220 n). 

(see also page 224 n. on transpositions). For a general account of Nīlakaṇṭha, see 

Minkowski (2005). 



Nīlakaṇṭha, these beliefs were shared by every editor who bothered to explain, or at least 

allude to, his editorial procedures.26 

It seems very likely that this kind of transregional consciousness in editing was a 

phenomenon of the early second millennium, following a long period of the 

regionalization of recensions—no doubt affected, to some degree, by the regionalization 

of writing systems that we first begin to notice with the rise of vernacular or regional 

literacy in the last quarter of the first millennium—that is observable across the history of 

Sanskrit literature. Indeed, epic commentary itself is a phenomenon of that period, 

finding its origins around the beginning of the second millennium—there is no evidence 

that the earliest (Devabodha) had a predecessor—and experiencing a dramatic upsurge 

after about the mid-thirteenth century. It is then that commentary on the Vālmiki 

Rāmāyaṇa, the second great Sanskrit epic, commences, with a south Indian commentator 

arguing for the need to establish the ‘correct reading (samyakpāṭha) corrupted by scribes 

unskilled in the various scripts,’ by ‘examining multiple manuscripts from multiple 

regions’.27  

 
26  The edition of Vidyāsāgara (eighteenth-century Bangladesh), his 

transregional collection of manuscripts, and his use of at least a dozen earlier 

commentaries (including Devabodha’s by then eight-hundred-year-old Jñānadīpikā), are 

discussed in Pollock (2015). Note that not only were older commentators systematically 

studied (Nīlakaṇṭha follows ‘the explanations of early teachers’ (prācāṃ gurūṇām 

anusṛtya vācām), v. 6 of his introduction), but the very chronology of their succession 

was preserved in memory and understood to represent a meaningful order. 

27  On Uḍāḷi Varadarāja, see Raghavan (1941–1942).  



Indian scholars were fully aware that the textual condition required clear 

principles that needed to be followed in text editing, but again, given the lack of 

programmatic statements, we can discover them only by sifting the texts of our 

commentators.28 Vallabhadeva, to return to our tenth-century literary scholar, wrote 

basically word-for-word commentaries (pañc[j]ikās), which required him to address very 

closely the textual state of a work, and he left us several dozen text-critical discussions on 

the various manuscripts that he compared.29 These show that his criteria were 

multifarious: readings (or passages) could be judged as grammatically or contextually 

‘correct’/’reasonable’/’proper’/’right’ or ‘more correct’/’more reasonable’; 

‘authoritative’, ‘false’, ‘mistaken’, ‘corrupt’, ‘unmetrical’ and ‘ancient’; ‘interpolated’, 

‘in need of ‘emendation’, or ‘obscene’ and last but not least, ‘lovely’, ‘beautiful’ and 

‘more beautiful.’30 At least once, he adduces paleographical or at least graphical criteria, 

 
28  For an initial survey, see Colas (1999). 

29  On Vallabhadeva, see Goodall and Isaacson (2003). Vallabhadeva’s 

terminology alone indicates comparison of exemplars, but he elsewhere also implies 

something like recensio when noting that a given verse is ‘only infrequently transmitted’ 

in manuscripts (viralo ’sya ślokasya pāṭhaḥ, on Raghuvaṃśa ad 18:17; cited by Goodall 

and Isaacson (2003: xxxi))). 

30  The Sanskrit terms are, respectively, sādhu/yukta/samīcīna/samyak, 

sādhiyān/yuktatara, prāmānika, ayukta or apapāṭha, prāmādika, duṣṭa, asaṃbaddha, 

ārṣa/prācīna/jarat (all modifying pāṭha), prakṣipta śloka, śodhana, asabhya (once, on 

Kumārasaṃbhava 3.41), and sundara/ramya/ramyatara pāṭha. See also (on Meghadūta 

72) anārya, ‘meritless,’ or ‘inferior’ (from the point of view of grammatical correctness). 

 



as when he notes that a variant is a result of confusing two similar characters 

(lipisārūpyamohāt) and he rejects it on the grounds that it would seriously contradict the 

narrative.31 Vallabhadeva often evaluates a reading on the familiar principle of difficulty 

and the antiquity such difficulty implies: ‘This must be the ancient reading precisely 

because it is unfamiliar’. He sometimes combines principles of antiquity and aestheticism 

when asserting that ‘the old reading in this verse is more beautiful’. But antiquity can be 

too ancient, as it were, if it produces a grammatical (or lexical or metrical or rhetorical) 

irregularity such as a Vedicism. Here and elsewhere, like other commentators, 

Vallabhadeva was on occasion prepared to suggest a revision in order to save his author 

from a supposed solecism, but he typically hesitates to actually alter the text and winds 

up transmitting the offending reading.32  

In the matter of emendation—or, in this context, perhaps better ‘correction’, since 

the restoration of the original text was not invariably the goal—a tension manifests itself 

that will mark the whole long history of Sanskrit philology. On the one hand, as 

manuscripts show, some scribes and editors were highly attuned to text-critical problems 

and fully prepared to ‘improve’ the text, whether to remove a grammatical deviation or to 

 
Compare also Colas (1999: 35–36). The sources of such readings are rarely indicated, 

and then only vaguely (‘an old manuscript’, ‘an eastern manuscript’, and the like). 

31  Meghadūta 2 (atīva viruddham, a position that Mallinātha demolishes, 

while claiming that Vallabhadeva’s reading is a conjecture (kalpayanti)). 

32  Commentary on Kumārasaṃbhava 3.44, and compare 3.28; see also 

Goodall (2001). For Vallabhadeva’s first principle, see Kumārasaṃbhava 1.46, 

aprasiddhatvād ārṣaḥ pāṭhaḥ, the Sanskrit version of the familiar maxim lectio difficilior 

melior/potior est; for the second, 2.26, cf. 2.37, jaratpāṭho ’tra ramyataraḥ. 



correct a supposed aesthetic or logical fault.33 On the other hand, some scholars explicitly 

rejected doing so, such as Mallinātha, who took care to assure readers that he was not 

transmitting anything not found in his manuscripts.34 And generally, it seems, editor-

commentators did seek to establish as coherent and authoritative a text as they could on 

the basis of received manuscript tradition (āgata) rather than conjecture (kalpita) (though 

the later proverb, ‘We must explain that text as we find it’, is not attested before the 

 
33  Here ‘Die sprichwörtliche Aversion zwischen Dichtern und Philologen’ 

(König 2013: 15) is apposite. For a perspective on this question of one twelfth-century 

Kashmir poet, see Pollock (2003: 112).  

34  ‘I transmit nothing that is not found in the original’ (nāmūlaṃ likhyate 

kiṃcit; some take this as a reference to the ‘sources’ of his exegesis), a statement repeated 

in the introductions to his commentaries on all the major kāvyas.  



eighteenth century).35 Yet even Mallinātha sometimes adopted a conjecture that his 

predecessors had only suggested while they themselves preserved the received text.36 

The work of the literary theorist Mahima Bhaṭṭa (ca. 1000, Kashmir) is instructive 

here and for his general approach to textual criticism. In his treatise on poetics (and this is 

common in such works), the phrase ‘correct reading’ (yuktaḥ pāṭhaḥ) often connotes, not 

what a study of the manuscripts indicates to be correct, but what in the view of the critic 

the text should be if the passage is to avoid some putative fault and conform to aesthetic 

norms. Mahima Bhaṭṭa will often assert that a given verse of some great poet ‘should 

more properly read’ such and such.37 He does, however, occasionally note that the 

 
35  sthitasya (or sthiter) gatiś cint[anī]yā. See Gerschheimer (2010) and 

Pollock (2011). Evidence of a more manipulative approach to texts can complicate this 

picture. Already in the seventh century, Kumārila could suggest that the author of the 

Mahābhāṣya himself changed the wording of a Vedic text on phonetics, turning the 

phrase ‘corrupted mantra’ into ‘corrupted language’, and thereby sought to enhance the 

importance of the study of grammar (Tantravārttika 1.3.24 v. 780; (Kumārila 1970: 268); 

that the charge is made only in a pūrvapakṣa does not alter the main point that textual 

manipulation was a conceptual possibility historically available to Kumārila). See also 

Arjunvarmadeva on the Amaruśataka (Amaru 1916: 42) (he notes that ‘others have 

introduced’ a variant to remove a redundancy). 

36  Compare Mallinātha and Vallabhadeva on Meghadūta (v. 2.39 and v. 99 

respectively).  

37  Mahima’s Vyaktiviveka (Mahima 1983: 234–235) (relating to poems of 

Bhavabhūti and Kālidāsa). The yuktaḥ pāṭhaḥ argument is made some three dozen times 

 



normative reading is actually found in some manuscripts,38 and at times he directly 

addresses an acknowledged text-critical problem. But if visions of normativity did not 

prompt Mahima Bhaṭṭa (or any other poetician I know of) to actually emend a text, this 

was not always the case, as we have just seen, with commentator-philologists. Here, for 

example, is Mahima Bhaṭṭa’s discussion of a line in Kālidāsa’s poem Meghadūta, which, 

while dealing with trivial syntactical problems, (about which Mahima was nonetheless 

much exercised), illuminates larger issues: 

Commentators, too, with their false air of learning, are often found to bring shame not only on 

themselves but on celebrated poets as well by their erroneous comments. For example, in the 

Meghadūta line jātā manye śiśiramathitā padminīvānyarūpā [v. 80 = 2. 16], the commentators are 

completely ignorant of the reading that offers the nominative phrase in conjunction with the verb 

‘to think’ (‘I think the girl must be …’) and, failing to understand the poet’s true intention,39 they 

reject the profound beauty of his own thought—and this, too, despite the parallel to the nominative 

phrase in conjunction with the verb ‘to think’ that is found elsewhere in Kālidāsa.40 They thereby 

 
in Chap. 2 of the work (on literary ‘faults’), and is also found in other later treatises on 

the subject, such as Kāvyaprakāśa 7. 

38  E.g., (Mahima 1983: 268): kvāpy ayam api pāṭho dṛśyate. 

39  I read with hesitation –vākalitakavihevākāḥ (for –va kalitakavihevākāḥ); 

for this sense of hevāka see Abhinavagupta’s Abhinavabhāratī (Abhinavagupta 1992: 

volume 1, 35). 

40  He cites Raghuvaṃśa 1.78: avaimi tadavajñānād yatnāpekṣo 

manorathaḥ. Here again, in his own commentary, Vallabhadeva reads the accusative, 

avaimi tadapadhyānād yatnāpekṣaṃ manoratham (so, too, the southern tradition as 

represented by Aruṇagirinātha: īpsitaṃ tadavadhyānād [tadavajñānād, Mallinātha] 

 



turn the nominative ‘the girl …’ into the direct object, simply inventing the word vā in their 

confusion when it is actually the word iva transformed by vowel sandhi, and so proceed with their 

commentary. This adds no beauty whatever to the meaning. Nor is it possible to find this 

construction in any work of the great poet Kālidāsa, so as to convince us that he would use the 

word vā in the sense of iva—a veritable canker upon this poem, which is, in fact, a treasure-trove 

of aesthetic emotion.41 

Notice the three criteria of text-critical judgment Mahima Bhaṭṭa uses: grammaticality, 

usage and beauty. The syntactic construction that he believes to be original is perfectly in 

keeping with Sanskrit grammar (and the putatively false reading can be explained by a 

failure to understand the euphonic combination of the original); it is found elsewhere in 

the poet’s work and the false reading nowhere; while the latter is, for this critic, 

inherently ugly. What Mahima Bhaṭṭa does not do here, however, is ground his argument 

 
viddhi sārgalam ātmanaḥ, 1. 76/79). But a mid-twelfth-century scholar from Kashmir 

quotes the line as avaimi tadapadhyānād yatnāpekṣo mahodayaḥ, precisely in the course 

of a discussion of the nominative construction with verbs of knowing, hearing, etc. 

(Someśvara Bhaṭṭa on the Kāvyaprakāśa, (Someśvara 1909: 141)). 

41 vyākyātāro ’py alīkavidvanmānitayā prāyeṇāpavyākhyānair na kevalam 

ātmānaṃ yāvat tatrabhavato mahākavīn api hrepayanto dṛśyante. tad yathā ... ity atra 

pāṭham imam abuddhvaivākalitakavihevākāḥ parākṛtapratīticārutātiśayās te. avaimi ... 

ity ādau dṛṣṭām api vākyārthakarmatāṃ manyater apaśyanto bālāyāḥ karmatām asya 

manyamānāḥ svarasandhivaśād vikṛtam ivaśabdam eva bhramād vāśabdaṃ 

parikalpyāpavyākhyām ārabhante. na caivam arthasya vaicitrī kācit samunmiṣati. nāpi 

mahākaveḥ kālidāsasyānvayagatir iyaṃ kvacanāpi prabandhe ’vadhāritapūrvā yad ayam 

rasavidhāne kāvye vyādhim iva vāśabdam ivārthe prayuñjīteti. (Mahima 1983: 485).  

  



by reference to actual manuscripts—yet he is not simply inventing an opponent. The 

reading Mahima Bhaṭṭa criticizes is, in fact, that of Vallabhadeva, perhaps a generation or 

two his senior and, if the latter, a typically conservative editor, did not emend it himself, 

some other commentator may well have done so.42 In other instances, however, Mahima 

Bhaṭṭa seems rather to be inventing than discovering text-critical problems.43 

The commitment to fidelity toward the received text that we see here, and that 

was clearly widespread, is corroborated in the treatment of interpolation. As a rule, 

commentators continue to transmit materials they consider to be interpolated (as they 

continue to transmit clearly corrupt readings) and do not expunge them. Indeed, they and 

scribes in general sometimes went out of their way to ensure that material they knew to be 

interpolated was preserved in their transmission. The quest for what is thus the maximally 

 
42  jātāṃ manye śiśiramathitāṃ padminīṃ vānyarūpām. That Vallabha’s text 

is unlikely to be original is suggested by the commentary of Dakṣiṇāvartanātha, who has 

the same reading as Mahima Bhaṭṭa and cites a parallel from the Rāmāyaṇa (arguing as 

he does elsewhere that Kālidāsa sought to recreate the Rāmāyaṇa narrative in the 

Meghadūta: śrīrāmāyaṇavacanānusāreṇa kaveḥ pūrvokto rāmakathābhilāṣaḥ spaṣṭaḥ; 

(Mahima 1983: 52)) that goes to vindicate the nominative (Rāmāyaṇa 5.14.30, 

himahatanalinīva naṣṭaśobhā). Note also that the nominative construction is the reading 

of Jinasena’s adaptation in his Pārśvanāthābhyudaya, which dates to the mid-ninth 

century. S. K. De imprudently follows Mallinātha in his critical edition. Vallabhadeva’s 

usual conservatism aside, he clearly inherited interpolated texts, as in the case of 

Śisupālavadha; see Bronner and McCrea (2012).  

43  See, for example, Vyaktiviveka, (Mahima 1983: 485), where Mahima 

Bhaṭṭa asserts as original a reading for which there is no textual evidence. 



inclusive edition, as is evidenced in manuscript culture, persisted into the early print 

era.44 

The question of interpolation seems to be one of the few where commentators on 

scientific treatises exercise text-critical judgment, for here it is precisely what is said 

rather than how it is said that can engage them philologically. One of the more telling 

cases is found in language analysis (vyākaraṇa). Beginning in the thirteenth century, with 

Haradatta Miśra in his commentary Padamañjarī (Bouquet of Words) on the Kāśikāvṛtti 

(Benares Gloss), a grammatical treatise of the early ninth century, we find a new 

attention to the integrity of the sūtra text of Pāṇini (fifth to fourth century BCE), the 

foundational work for the science. Haradatta often notes that the authors of the 

Kāśikāvṛtti inserted a given term into the sūtras, usually from another grammatical 

source, the later Vārttika (Exegesis) of Kātyāyana (third century BCE). Thus we 

frequently encounter statements such as ‘Since this is found in the Vārttika, we can 

conclude that it has been interpolated into the sūtra’; ‘this was interpolated into the sūtras 

by the author of the Kāśikāvṛtti’ and ‘present-day scholars have interpolated this into the 

 
44  Bronner and McCrea (2012: 442–444), though, as they show, Mallinātha 

himself silently suppressed a famous passage in the Śisupālavadha that he considered to 

be (and that is) an interpolation. The transmission of acknowledged interpolation is very 

frequent among Rāmāyaṇa commentators (see my notes on 2.89.19; 3.45.27, and 47.30); 

a well-known example from dharmaśāstra is Medhātithi on Manu 9.93 (he expresses 

doubt about the authenticity of a verse and yet transmits it anyway; see Lariviere (1989: 

5)). On Arjunavarmadeva’s identification and preservation of interpolations, see 

Amaruśataka, (Amaru 1916: 46–48; 54). A similar conservatism can be noticed among 

Alexandrian scholars. 



sūtra’.45 All the examples of this sort of editorial attention I have been able to locate date 

to the late medieval or early modern period.46 The remarkably innovative seventeenth-

century grammarian Bhaṭṭojī Dīkṣita offers a good number of text-critical remarks about 

the sūtra text of Pāṇini, Patañjali’s Mahābhāṣya (Great Commentary) on it and other 

works, as, for example, when he notes with respect to a given reading, that ‘according to 

older authorities it must have been interpolated by some scholar or other, since it is not 

available in the Mahābhāṣya and related texts. But it is, in fact, to be found in present-

day manuscripts of both the Mahābhāṣya and the Vārttika.’47 Such observations become 

commonplace by the eighteenth century, as in the work of the Thanjavur scholar 

Vāsudeva Dīkṣita.48 It is in early modern grammatical literature, too, that scholars first 

begin to use the term sāṃpradāyika (saṃpradāya is attested in epic commentators in the 

sense of recension, here in the sense of a group of manuscripts related by script and 

 
45  vārttike ’darśanāt sūtre prakṣiptam, ad Pāṇini 4.2.2., 4.3.134, 4.4.17, 

5.1.36, 5.2.10, 8.3.16, 8.3.116; vṛttikṛtā tu sūtreṣu prakṣiptam, ad 3.1.118, 3.3.122, 

4.1.14, 4.1.167, 4.2.43, 5.2.102; sa idānīntanaiḥ prakṣiptaḥ, ad 1.2.65, 4.1.63. Several 

examples are discussed in Birwe (1958), who did not, however, comment on the 

frequency or innovative quality of the Haraddata’s observations. 

46  The sole exception known to me is Kaiyaṭa ad Mahābhāṣya 4.1.166. 

47  atrohaśabdaḥ kaiścit prakṣipto bhāṣyādau tu na dṛśyata iti prāñcaḥ. 

idānīntanapustakeṣu tu bhāṣyavārttikayor ūhaśabdo dṛśyata eva (Prauḍhamanoramā ad 

Pāṇini 6.1.89). 

48  See Bālamanoramā ad Pāṇini 3.2.78, 4.1.54, etc. Jinendrabuddhi’s 

Tattvabodhinī, another commentary on the Siddhāntakaumudī, is also much concerned 

with identifying interpolation. 



region) in a text-critical context as the counterpositive to ‘interpolated’, and thus 

signifying ‘traditional’ or ‘original’.49 The criterion of sāṃpradāyika is also found in the 

literary realm, but there it does not have the probative force it has in the domain of text 

transmission; on the contrary, it suggests (to borrow a phrase from the Islamic tradition of 

ijtihad), a closing of the doors of interpretation.50 

 

3.5. The Historical Moment  

The data assembled above present two challenges to our understanding of 

Sanskrit philology: how to explain the moment of its historical emergence and how to 

understand the theory of textuality that underlies it. I deal with these in turn. 

While Indian scholars clearly had some sense of textual variability prior to the 

early second millennium—they knew that readings could be corrupted, that interpolations 

could be inserted and that transmissions could be disrupted—it is only around 1000, 

rather dramatically and with increasing intensity thereafter, that text criticism became a 

 
49  Thus prakṣipto na tu sāṃpradāyika in Prauḍamanoramā ad Pāṇini 

4.1.176; Tattvabodhinī ad 7.3.19; Bālamanoramā (asāṃpradāyika ad 1.1.37). The term 

itself is found as early as Pūrvamīmāṃsāsūtra 1.2.8 (tulyaṃ ca sāṃpradāyikam), but 

there it refers to extrinsic features of Vedic text genres: calendrical restrictions on 

studying, oral transmission, the teacher–student relationship itself, and the like.  

50  The eighteenth-century scholar Harihara comments on a verse of the 

eighth-century dramatist Bhavabhūti: ‘Kashmiri scholars conjecture a reading here and 

offer a completely non-traditional interpretation’ (kāśmīrāṇāṃ pāṭhāntaraṃ kalpayitvā 

vyākhyānam asāṃpradāyikam ((Bhavabhūti 1999: 436); the varia lectio is nowhere 

unrecorded and would, in fact, produce an infrequent variation on the upajāti meter).  



self-conscious scholarly practice—something that cannot easily be explained away as a 

mere artifact of the survival of sources beginning in that period. This originary moment 

of text criticism may now be taken as a fact, but it is one we are far from being able to 

explain.  

There was no sudden transformation in the material or intellectual or institutional 

context leading to the emergence of philological commentary; no new technical 

development or conceptual discovery or state-led innovation that lit the text-critical fuse. 

The introduction of paper early in the second millennium, for example, by no means 

displaced palm leaf and birch bark in book production. Thus its consequences in India 

were hardly comparable to the European and Islamicate experience, where, in providing a 

cheap alternative to parchment, paper vastly expanded communication practices.51 The 

khagaz raj, or paper kingdom, of the Mughals marks a shift, but that is a seventeenth-

century phenomenon. Nor can text criticism have been a response to some unprecedented 

estrangement from Sanskrit, for there had never occurred a moment of true rupture in 

Sanskrit cultural history. The arrival of new ruling groups from Central Asia beginning 

around 1000 certainly produced nothing of the sort, and in any case, the earliest stages of 

the philological revolution came several generations earlier. 

The histories of other philological traditions suggests a range of causal factors. 

Philology developed in late imperial China—as ‘evidential research studies’ (kaozheng 

xue)—when scholars concluded that it was because of their failure to read the classics 

properly that the empire had been lost to barbarians (the Manchus) and they devised new 

philological principles to solve old problems of unintelligibility. Indians had no empire to 

lose except an imaginary one and if some felt even this was lost (to Mahmud of Ghazni in 

 
51  See O’Hanlon (2013), with some overstatement of the consequences.  



the eleventh century, the Delhi Sultanate in the fourteenth, or the Mughal Empire in the 

sixteenth), the event was rarely seen as a cataclysm and was never ascribed to some 

intellectual failure. The Arab scholars who invented the ‘art of philology’ (ṣināʿat al-

adab) or ‘the literary arts’ (al-ʿulūm al-adabiyya) in early Abbasid lands were 

confronting the presence of an immensely important new text, the Qur’an, whose 

language they had, at all costs, to understand. New kinds of revelation did come to India 

in the course of the first millennium, whether Mahayana, Vaishnava, or Shaiva, but—as 

we have seen and, surprisingly, to my way of thinking—questions of their validity were 

typically not adjudicated on the basis of their language but rather on the basis of the 

doctrine: authenticity of a text was a function of its truth, and not its truth a function of its 

authenticity as proven by philology. As for the Greeks, they only seem to have stumbled 

upon ekdosis and diorthotes because they stumbled upon, or rather into, the Alexandrian 

library. The very fact that multiple written sources of a single work thereby became 

available made the need for those philological acts of edition and correction both obvious 

and necessary for the first time. In India, by contrast, where orality long persisted as a 

cultural value, the very idea of accumulating multiple copies of manuscripts of the same 

text would probably have seemed outlandish, and so too the idea of seeking out and 

explaining textual variation—until, for some reason, they no longer did. It is improbable 

that manuscript culture in India could have reached critical mass only at the beginning of 

the second millennium so as to provide the foundations for philological reflection, but it 

is then for the first time that Indian scholars begin to behave as if it did. 

However we explain this text-critical transformation, its effects were new and far-

reaching. More than ever before, and in some ways never before, Sanskrit texts came to 

be mediated by a philological apparatus, one that with growing sophistication emphasized 

the dynamic changeability of transmission, the need for purification and the systematicity 



of reading, and whose growing density and wide circulation bespoke, or seemed to 

bespeak, new pedagogical needs and perhaps even correlated with new reading publics, 

of the sort we begin to perceive in other aspects of early modern culture (a good example 

is the growing popularity of introductory manuals, especially for grammar, hermeneutics 

and logic, the Sanskrit trivium). New institutional forms of pedagogy consolidating in the 

early centuries of the second millennium, whether in temples or Brahman settlements, 

and supported by wealthy courts, undoubtedly also had an important role to play.52 To the 

degree one is prepared to make something of it, the Indian date when philological 

commentary attains real cultural significance correlates with European and Chinese ‘early 

modernity’, if the story of that contested periodization is taken to start with the twelfth-

century Renaissance and the Song (where the rapid expansion of print culture is 

especially pertinent) rather than with the date of 1500, which marks the beginning of 

global modernization, something quite different.53 That said, a later ‘early modernity’, 

beginning in the seventeenth century, seems also to be signaled by other new kinds of 

philological attention. The ordering and wording of foundational texts of the various 

knowledge systems (grammar, for example, or logic) come under systematic scrutiny for 

the first time in the seventeenth or eighteenth century, and the validity of sectarian 

scriptures—overturning more than a millennium of purely doctrinal adjudication—comes 

 
52  I thank Andrew Ollett for this observation.  

53  For some parallels to the European case, and some counterarguments or at 

least hesitations about a supposed symmetry (and the ‘Axial Age’ theoretical model 

itself), see Pollock (2004); for Song modernity, Woodside (2006) and especially 

Cherniack (1994); for rethinking of the European twelfth century, see Bynum (1984), and 

for Byzantium, Browning (1992).  



to be vigorously debated on the basis of recensions, quotations and other textual (if not 

linguistic) features.54 

3.6 The Theory of the Text 

The theory of textuality that underlies Sanskrit philology can be described both 

negatively and positively, by its exclusions and its inclusions.  

A wide range of questions were never addressed by the philologists of premodern 

India. Take the effects of a still-living oral culture on manuscript transmission, a 

phenomenon that crucially distinguishes the Sanskrit case from the Greek and Latin, and 

that the philologists of India did not and perhaps could not address precisely because they 

were inside that culture. First, because tradition was an oral-literate hybrid, textual 

transmission—and this pertains to scientific as well as literary texts—often shows the 

consequences of memorization and performance.55 The manuscripts of the Śatakatrayam 

(The Three Hundreds), for example, of the seventh-century (?) poet Bhartṛhari present 

 
54  On the poet and theologian Nīlakaṇṭha Dīkṣita of Madurai, see Fisher 

(2013); on disputes over the Bhāgavatapurāṇa, Minkowski (2010). Sixteenth-century 

Shaivas like Appayya Dīkṣita and Nīlakaṇṭha Dīkṣita, and their Vaishnava opponents, 

dispute the authenticity of each other’s scriptures on the basis of larger philological 

arguments (that these scriptures are so long that they must contain interpolations; that 

their original recensions have vanished and what is left is inauthentic, etc.) and they 

sometimes attack their opponent’s arguments by showing that the ‘scriptural’ citations 

adduced have been invented whole cloth. 

55  The issue has been raised by Saraju Rath and Jan Houben (2012: 23 and 

35). How substantially oral exegesis transformed the text of scientific works as recent as 

the seventeenth century is shown by Gerschheimer (1996). 



countless variants that are neither scribal mistakes nor learned corrections but oral 

variants in what by any standard was nonetheless fundamentally a literate culture. 

Second, because the tradition was active and not dormant, text-critical models that make 

sense for, say, Catullus or Propertius (where the descent of manuscript begins with 

unique copies of the ninth century) do not work for Bhartṛhari.56 Manuscripts of his work 

were produced by the thousands well into the nineteenth century, and while, to some 

degree, these can be reduced to regional recensions (largely defined by script), they were 

always on the move and interacting with manuscripts from other regions. 

‘Contamination’ in this world is therefore not the exception but often the normal state of 

affairs (and a phenomenon that clearly needs a new name).  

Thus, the text as embodiment of an authorial intention—however much a value 

explicitly acknowledged by the participants in the literary culture—was constantly and in 

some cases irremediably destabilized by the messy business of bringing works to life in 

an oral world, whether in the classroom (where the set text was typically recited from 

memory) or in literary performance. There were some exceptions. The memory culture of 

the Vedic tradition ensured its invariant transmission, and this value seems to have been 

transferred to other quasi-sacred texts such as the sixteenth-century Rāmcaritmānas, a 

fully literate work transmitted with little variation despite, or perhaps precisely because, it 

was constantly presented in oral performance. 

There was, however, a vast domain of questions the philologists of India could 

address, as we have seen, and if they never openly theorized their practices (a lack that 

 
56  There are numerous examples of major works extant in few or even single 

manuscripts (Arthaśāstra, Śikṣāsamuccaya, Abhinavabhāratī, Rājataraṅgiṇī, and so on), 

but these never became objects of text-critical attention until the modern era. 



can hardly be merely an artifact of the extant data), they provided materials enabling us to 

do so. Let me now lay out elements of such a theory of textuality. 

Classical Indian philologists understood texts to be unitary creations embodying 

authorial intention, even for texts that we today consider paradigms of composite 

authorship, such as the epics and purāṇas (repositories of myth and legend). This 

intention, they felt, could be recovered by the judicious assessment of manuscript 

variants—one that was never, however, conceived of as genealogical—and they 

developed criteria of textual criticism in harmony with that fundamental principle. If 

variants could be adjudicated on the basis of antiquity, as we have seen, it was only 

because of the implicit conviction that the older the reading, the closer it brought us to 

that authorial original. When Indian philologists took cognizance of the problem of 

regional variation, as they did from an early period (the thirteenth-century Rāmāyaṇa 

commentator Uḍāli Varadarāja),57 it was out of the same implicit conviction that a single 

text underlies variation, and variation therefore constitutes deviation—no ‘éloge de la 

variante’ here. It is only because texts were viewed as coherent wholes that the notion of 

interpolation could ever have developed into the widespread text-critical principle that it 

became. Not only were they taken as wholes (so that higher-order criteria such as non-

contradiction across the narrative could be invoked), but so was an author’s complete 

 
57  They never perceived, however, the textual isogloss, so to call it, that 

produced the north–south hyparchtypes found in the transmission histories of many 

works. 



oeuvre: thus the eleventh-century critic Mahima Bhaṭṭa could appeal to Kālidāsa’s works 

in their entirety to rule out a given usage.58 

Other principles of the philologists of India derived from other presuppositions, 

which sometimes worked in tension with those just discussed. Since any text in Sanskrit 

was a part of Sanskrit culture, it was expected to adhere to the rules that defined that 

culture. The conflict here between two values, authorial intentionality on the one hand 

and normativity (in grammar, metrics, rhetoric, and the rest) on the other, was rarely 

discussed as such, but the checkered history of emendation in service of those rules 

demonstrates its consequences. A similar problem, if in some ways more elusive because 

nowhere discussed in the tradition, concerns large-scale textual expansion, no doubt 

closely related to the scribal conservatism already noted. Editors clearly believed that 

fidelity was a virtue, omission a sin, and, in general, bigger texts—where bigger texts 

were available—were better than smaller texts. A tendency toward agglomeration can 

thus be found in almost every genre, epic (Mahābhārata), scientific treatise (Yogaśāstra 

of Patañjali), or court poem (Śiśupālavadha).59 Other kinds of text-critical interventions, 

about which we know far less, are visible in, say, the re-edition of the Nāṭyaśāstra in 

medieval Kashmir, where the very structure of the work was altered to make way for 

 
58  By contrast, the authorial text could also, curiously, be viewed as static: 

there was no conception that a second edition of a work could be produced, though this 

almost certainly occurred from time to time (Pollock 2007: 54; Harrison 2007).  

59  Consider, in the vernacular tradition, the case of the sixteenth-century 

poet Sūrdās, whose corpus grew over the century or two after his date from about 250 to 

5000 poems. (Bryant and Hawley 2015).  



new—and sometimes disruptive—material, such as the addition of a ninth aesthetic 

emotion (rasa) to the canonical eight. 

Aside from such large axioms, and the tensions that could arise when these 

conflicted, we can identify a range of other more restricted principles at work in Sanskrit 

philology. Scribes then were as prone to make mistakes as we are now and ‘copyist’s 

error’ (lekhakapramāda) was a small principle that found wide application. Finer 

discriminations of such error (haplography, dittography, and the like) were not made, but 

script confusion—as when southerners misread ligatures in the Śāradā script of 

Kashmir—could be invoked to emend a passage. Aesthetic criteria for text-critical 

judgment are in evidence, too, for belles lettres, where ‘the more beautiful reading’ was 

determined less on the basis of subjective taste than by the invocation of principles from 

the neighboring science of poetics. It is here, at the intersection of text criticism with 

other forms of knowledge— evaluation of evidence, modes of reasoning, forms of 

proof—which both shaped and were shaped by philology, that a deeper, altogether 

unexplored, realm of intellectual history opens before us. 

 

3.7 A Dead or a Living History? 

The attempt to reconstruct a theory of philological practice in premodern India—

indeed, the empirical investigation itself—raises an obvious but difficult question, with 

which I close: Are such investigations and reconstructions merely a chapter in intellectual 

history, or do they have continuing relevance to the practice of philology today? In other 

words, do traditional Indian notions of textuality have any proper role to play in the 

present-day study of Indian texts?  

Both the practice of philology in the wide sense and the philological study of 

Indian texts in the narrow concern a search for truth. The truth of the text, however, is not 



singular and unique. This is very clear in the case of meaning, which can usefully be seen 

as triadic: a work’s meaning for its original audience; its meaning for the many 

subsequent generations of its traditional readers; its meaning for us today. These 

meanings, I have long argued, are all are equally true, however irreconcilable with each 

other they may be, since meaning will always be meaning for different readers and 

cannot be reduced to any one of them. We must strive, difficult though it will be, to hold 

these three truths in balance, for it is only in their combination that the notion of the ‘true 

meaning’ of the work makes any sense.60 The question for us here is whether the same 

logic holds in the case of the text itself.  

Just as we present-day scholars want to know, in a historicist sense, what a fifth-

century author meant, so we want to know—and this is, of course, prior—what he wrote. 

This is the foundation of modern textual criticism. But just as we also want to know what 

tenth- or fifteenth-century readers thought the author meant, we also want to know what 

they thought the author wrote.61 These two different text-critical goals, now typically 

associated with the names Lachmann and Bédier, need not be mutually exclusive, as they 

are always represented as being. For me, the point is not that we cannot know or should 

not bother trying to know the original text (or that in some cases there cannot have been 

an original), nor that all versions of a work can be ‘just as good’ in some aesthetic sense. 

It is rather that textual variation embodies variable human consciousness, and that we 

 
60  See further in Pollock (2014). Contrast nineteenth-century philology, for 

which ‘the true meaning’ of a text ‘must have been one, and not many’ (thus the 

American Sanskritist W. D. Whitney (1873: 125)). 

61  An illustration of such competing claims is offered by Goethe’s Weimar 

edition revisions and the earlier versions known to his readers (Hanneder 2009–2010: 8). 



need to take all such variation seriously if we are to seriously understand the history of 

consciousness. Indian philologists themselves, at least, seemed to accommodate all such 

options, not incoherently but pluralistically, for example complementing their views of 

authorial intention with the desire for maximally complete texts. Such pluralism—again, 

to the degree we have the intelligence (and now the technology) to hold these competing 

claims in equipoise62—may be one important lesson that Indian philologists of the past 

can teach today’s philologists of India. And that therefore makes their theory of 

philological practice essential for our own.  
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